
allen 2 bruno fattorini

A system of sofas and sections.

materials:
frame / solid wood and steel, covered with variable desity polyether. One single cushion for the 
seat and one for the backrest. Chromium-plated feet.
cover / the upholstery covers every part of the sofa and is totally removable. The fixed 
underlining in cotton makes removing the cover easier and the product maintains its good 
looks even when uncovered. Optional extra covers available. The units in leather or artificial 
leather (York) have a fixed cover only and, at MDF Italia’s discretion, may have seams on the 
back and on the front section. 
corner or extra-large units / Using elements without right or left armrest, giant-sized sofas or 
corner units can be created, in addition to a sofa with one armrest. If the units are placed 
side-by-side, a coupling device is provided. This request must be highlighted by a drawing.
optional cushion for backrest / The rectangular cushions come with a  filling in polyether 
covered with cotton. This makes removing the cover easier and the cushions maintain their 
good looks even when uncovered. The cover is totally removable. Optional extra covers 
available.
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sectionals:
corner units R and L
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Loose Cushions
In solid colour with down filling 
covered with cotton. This makes 
removing the cover easier and the 
cushions maintain their good 
looks even when uncovered
Extra covers available.
Dimensions:  
11.81” x 19.69” 
15.75” x 15.75”
19.69” x 19.69”


